WE DON’T BRING I.T. TO YOUR BUSINESS.

We bring business knowledge
to your technology,
so you can take IT further.

HOW?

align
Thriving organisations manage and execute their IT in line with their business’ most important
objectives. The inability to align IT with an evolving business model is a universal problem that
has been defined as one of the greatest challenges of business today.

strategise
With a high level focus on your business’ vision, mission and goals, our Annual Strategy
Planning process helps to uncover key attention areas. Through questionnaire and workshop
benchmarking analysis, an action plan is devised that emphasises priorities and goals for the
coming month or years. The outcome; a clear roadmap aligning the business and technology of
organisation.

analyse
SWOT analysis - Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats - is a classic business
strategy creation tool. Using it in a Technology context can reveal many business opportunities
that can be exploited during the Strategy Planning Process, as well as bring to light potential
threats. This proactive process makes issues more manageable, opportunities more evident
and businesses more competitive.

visualise
Visualisation Workshops are an innovative and engaging way to address current complex
business issues easily. The workshop goal is to enable the development of a plan to address
items identified in the Strategy Planning Process. It’s also the favourite exercise of our
customers.

business
A business and its technology need to remain aligned. To this end, regular meetings bring
critical value - to discover what technology and the current infrastructure can offer, while
remaining focused on the current business objectives. A concise assessment within an efficient
business meeting will help to keep your business ahead of the curve.

people
People are what ultimately enable any business to be successful. Giving focus to your people
will enable them to execute on strategic initiatives within their day-to-day operational
whirlwind. A critical part of this is an execution plan. Breaking down the annual and operational
plan to specific deliverables for the next quarter keeps the team accountable and more
efficient.

technology
As more business processes are being made digital, users need better tools to automate
and support their work. Often this is provided by an application. Even more often, these
applications are installed by those individuals, so they’re not available nor implemented
company-wide. Without a clear process as well as established policies and best practices, the
system can quickly become a slow, confusing mess.

delivery
When your business goals are clear, your people are focused and technology is aligned, your
organisation is far more likely to be successful. Our Quarterly Business Review process will
allow the time to review and provide a detailed delivery path for the coming quarter.

policy
Having workplace policies will give employees a clear indication of what is expected of them
and what they can expect from you as their employer. Many workplace policies are not
regulated by law, but are based on standards set by the employer in relation to expectations of
behaviour in the workplace. It is your policies that drive how you do what you do each day.

process
As businesses grow there comes a point where more and more process is required in order to
ensure that the delivery of the organisation remains consistent. Regular reviews of process and
procedure will ensure that the delivery of the business remains consistent. This is particularly
important when new products or services are added so as to maintain service levels and
product quality.

projection
During the year it is critical to scope the projects that will shape the year’s activities. Successful
businesses are clear on why they are focusing their attention on certain activities and what
they expect them to accomplish. Understanding both resource requirements as well as budget
allocations go a long way to ensuring the success of each activity and reduce any unexpected
surprises.

provision
Effective provisioning can be the difference between a successful project and one that costs
the business. We believe in getting it right from the start; as such our best practices have been
designed to deliver the best possible outcome for your business. By having access to all major
distributors we ensure that your budget is top of mind.

access
At the core of your employees’ effectiveness is their ability to access the applications and files
they need in a timely and efficient manner. Our support offerings are designed to ensure that
your employees stay productive and have minimal downtime and disruptions.

education
Core business applications change regularly - more features and improved integrations help
solve specific problems. Regular training keeps the team updated, and can bring to light
individual issues, so they can be handled within the context of the business to boost efficiency.
We can provide continuous assessment, education and support for users focused on general
office applications, emerging technologies, safe and secure internet usage, communication or
personal productivity.

security
Don’t under-estimate the value of your business data. Think for a moment about the risks of
losing that information or what would happen if it fell into your competitors hands. It could
bring your business to a standstill, you could lose valuable intellectual property, it would affect
your ability to service your customers, and could expose you to legal risk. The good news is that
the risks of this scenario can be minimised with some forward thinking.

leverage
Correct Solutions have been in business for over 20 years and have developed an extensive
level of experience in both legacy and new technologies. We also have an extensive network of
partners around the world who can assist to provide your business with solutions that we do
not provide. If we can’t do it - we will know someone who can!

ryan spillane - managing director
Ryan Spillane’s business experience spans nearly 30 years, seven of which were spent as founder and Managing Director
of the small business IT company RAS World.
Ryan’s entrepreneurial spirit was evident from a very early age. After learning the ropes in his family’s company, he soon
began to take a more active role and by the age of 17 the family business was responsible for importing more than
1,000 tonnes of glass each month and trading over $600,000 monthly in forward foreign exchange. Since then, Ryan has
established and is responsible for several independent business ventures. He imports a variety of products including
stainless steel, glass and aluminium, and is always on the lookout for new opportunities.
In 1998, Ryan created RAS Group, a company specialising in business management, administration and book keeping, as
well as RAS World, an IT company. Ryan’s ability to see past technical problems to the underlying business issues enables
him to give customers unique insight into how they can use technology to generate measurable business benefits. RAS
World merged with Correct Solutions in 2005 to bring greater strength to the organisation, drive common goals and
further improve their clients’ experiences. Correct Solutions, with Ryan at the helm, now has over 50 staff with three
offices in Sydney and is one of the most respected SMB/SME IT Resellers in Australia.

PLAN

Ryan has served as both President and Vice President of the Sydney SMB IT Professionals Group and presents there
several times per year, he facilitates 2 HTG Peer Groups that offer full financial and industry benchmarking for companies
in the IT Industry and is regularly involved with events aimed at furthering the IT industry.
Ryan’s academic accomplishments include a Certificate in Accounting as well as Vendor certifications across most of the
products and services Correct Solutions offer and is continually furthering his studies.
Outside of work and study, Ryan enjoys a wide variety of sporting activities including motorcycle riding, scuba diving,
squash and tennis. He also enjoys travelling the world in search of new business ideas and cultural experiences.

KEY PEOPLE

aaron smith - sales and marketing manager
Driven by a desire to have a positive impact on those around him Aaron is well suited to enable your business to be
successful. While possessing a largely non-technical skillset Aaron has a keen interest in technology, people and business.
Since joining Correct Solutions in 2012 as an Account Manager, Aaron has been responsible for the engagement with
customers in all three of these areas and ensuring that they remain aligned!
Aaron has previously built a photography business in Japan, a commercial SCUBA operation in Fiji and prior to joining
Correct spent six years in the telecommunications industry.

martine layt - office manager
Martine’s expertise lies in the Administration side to any business, having worked in this area for over 20 years. She
has always had an association with computers and was in the top 5% of NSW in Computer Studies and has obtained
Distinctions in Computer Applications and Process’ at University.
At Correct Solutions she combines her interest in Administration with a natural ability with computers and applications.
Martine has worked in and around a number of different industries and this breadth of experience enables her to have a
positive impact on any organisation.

david wales - service manager
David has over 30 years’ experience in the electronics and computer industries across manufacturing, sales and service.
Having experience across these three areas allows David to understand Correct’s clients’ needs very well and a number of
process improvements have been implemented as a result of this.
He is responsible for the growth and development of the technical team including Service Desk and Field technicians.

lin xiang - project manager
Coupling a problem-solving temperament with an ardent passion for everything technology, Lin is responsible for the
Professional Services team here at Correct Solutions. Lin brings with him over 12 years of experience that spans local and
international markets; Initially managing his own IT services business in China and then continuing with the development
of the professional services team here at Correct Solutions, Lin has a passion for solving business issues through
technology and delivering solutions that cater to individual clients needs.
When not hard at work, Lin is a serious aquarist with his elaborate salt water corals and fish tanks.

